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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

AVE presents innovative solutions for hotel rooms’ bedhead 
with customizable hi-tech design 

 
AVE offers innovative concepts for bedhead: front plates in noble materials, 
available in various formats with adjustable design, that can be customized 

both aesthetically and technologically. 

The AVE innovation for hospitality continues. The Italian Company launches on the 
market innovative solutions for hotel rooms’ bedhead, ideal for customized, original and 
technological hotel installations. At the base of these concepts there are totally configurable 
front plates able to report - depending on the model - the hotel logo, the room number, and 
any other indication, so as to give a unique and inimitable aesthetic touch. 

Depending on the chosen version, customization can be done using laser technology or 
digital printing. To meet all aesthetic and installation needs, there are available front plates 
in various sizes (from 2+2, 2+2+2 and 2+2+2+2 modules) and dimensions (with a height 
of 88 or 98mm). These plates are adjustable in horizontally or vertically, and compatible 
with all AVE S44 solutions, which includes 5 complete wiring accessories series, boxes, 
supports and valuable innovations, such as the revolutionary range of touch controls or the 
exclusive concepts with toggle switches. In this way it’s possible to "create" a personalized 
bedhead system for every hotel reality. 

To further validate this proposal there is a wide range of front plates, which boasts 
solutions in white Corian®, anthracite, natural and gold aluminium, and in glass, available 
both with clear finish (in absolute black, white and gold colours) and in frosted one (in water 
green and silver grey colours). For the plates with window square and round frames are 
available, which can be combined with both the finishing ring nuts and the optional milling for 
toggle switches. Instead, for those who wish to adopt touch switches in combination with glass 
plates, it’s possible to personalize the surface of the plates by laser engraving, so as to make 
the (backlighted) control area immediately recognizable even in the dark. 

Furthermore, these innovative proposals perfectly match the evolved DOMINA Hotel 
system, that contains all the AVE solutions and equipment dedicated to the hotel automation 
management, and to the advanced DOMINA Smart proprietary ecosystem. A hi-tech and 
classy touch for hospitality, that continuously evolves with AVE. 
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